Abstract: An article published in this journal by Sahin and Motorcu [1] developed a surface roughness model based on the response surface method, multiplicative-logarithmically linearized approach for determination of the cutting parameters in turning of AISI 1040 carbon steel. Their published results for the surface roughness show that it appears Sahin and Motorcu [1] have obtained wrong constants (C, m, n, p), thereby resulting in incorrect solutions for the surface roughness prediction model. This note works through the solutions to show how Sahin and Motorcu [1] incorrectly handled the published prediction model constants to their solution. The established predictive model shows that the surface roughness increases with the increase of feed rate but decreases with cutting speed and depth of cut.
INTRODUCTION
The quality of a surface is a significantly important factor in evaluating the productivity of machine tools and machined parts. The surface roughness of machined parts is a significant design specification that is known to have considerable influence on properties such as wear resistance and fatigue strength. It is one of the most important measures in finish cutting (turning, milling, drilling, etc.) operations. Consequently, it is important to achieve a consistent tolerance and surface finish. When the surface finish becomes the main criteria in the quality control department, the productivity of the metal cutting operation is limited by the surface quality. Relatively recent investigations that El-Baradie [2] and Bandyopadhyay [3] conducted have shown that increasing the cutting speed facilitates maximization of productivity and, at the same time, it improves surface quality. According to Gorlenko [4] and Thomas [5] , surface finish can be characterized by various parameters. The various roughness height parameters such as average roughness (R a ), smoothening depth (R p ), root mean square (R q ), and maximum peak-to-valley height (R t ) can be closely correlated. The average roughness (R a ) are most widely used in the industry for specifying surface roughness.
Earlier investigators have studied the effect of cutting variables such as speed, feed and depth of cut on surface roughness by taking one variable at a time, which requires the carrying out of many tests in order to be able to draw a conclusion. Optimum cutting conditions are important since they determine to a great extent, the surface quality of the machined parts. However, the response surface methodology (RSM) takes into account the simultaneous variation of the cutting variables and predicts the machining response (the surface roughness). RSM is a statistical method used for analysis is a combination of the design of experiments and regression analysis and statistical inferences. Wu [6] first pioneered the use of response surface methodology in tool life testing. The number of experiments required to develop a surface roughness equation can be reduced markedly as compared to the traditional one-variable-at-a-time approach. Due to the success of RSM, a number of researchers have utilized it to solve the surface roughness prediction problem. Choudhury and El-Baradie [7] utilized RSM for developing surface roughness prediction models for turning operation. Based on response surface methodology, Sahin and Motorcu [1] developed first-and second-order models in their paper for predicting surface roughness.
The published results of Sahin and Motorcu [1] for surface roughness show that it appears that they have obtained wrong constants (C, m, n, p), thereby resulting in incorrect solutions for the surface roughness prediction model. This note works through the solutions to show how Sahin and Motorcu [1] incorrectly handled the published prediction model constants to their solution.
Surface roughness model: Sahin and Motorcu [1] represented the relationship between the surface roughness and machining independent variables (speed, feed and depth of cut) by the following:
where, R a is the surface roughness in m µ , V, f and d are the cutting speed (m/min), feed (mm/rev) and depth of cut (mm), respectively. C, n, m, and p are constants and ε is a random error. In order to facilitate the determination of constants and parameters, the mathematical models were linearized by performing logarithmic transformation [1, 7] as follows:
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The linear model of Eq. (2) in terms of the estimated response can be written as:
where ŷ is the estimated response of the surface roughness on a logarithmic scale, y is the measured response on a logarithmic scale, 
where the b-values are estimated using the method of least squares. The second-order model of Eq. (4) Is useful when the second order effect of V, f, d and the two way interaction amongst V, f and d are significant.
RESULTS
In the present study, the parameters of Eqs. (3) and (4) have been estimated by the method of least squares using a Math-lab computer package.
The publisher of Sahin and Motorcu [1] show that the first-order model for surface roughness (given by their Eq. (8)) is as follows:
This first-order model, which is correct, describing the surface roughness was transformed using their Eq. Using Eq. (6) (Given by their Eq. (6)), Sahin and Motorcu [1] Table 3 . All other solutions are equally incorrect using their published model. Consequently, the published results of Sahin and Motorcu [1] for surface roughness show that it appears that they have obtained wrong constants (C, m, n, p) in their Eq. (8), which is Eq. (7) above, thereby resulting in incorrect solutions for the surface roughness prediction model. This note works through the solutions to show how Sahin and Motorcu [1] incorrectly handled the published prediction model constants to their solution.
A correct model for surface roughness based on published cutting conditions: In this sub-section, step by step analysis is given to postulate the correct model for the surface roughness based on the published cutting conditions of Sahin and Motorcu [1] . Thereafter, some cutting conditions are used to validate the correctness of the model presented in this note. Eq. (6) [1] which when tidied up gives the following equations: Table 3 published in Sahin and Motorcu [1] . Table 1 shows the averaged values, theoretical values, the incorrect model values from the published paper and the theoretical values based on the correct model presented in this note using Eq. (13). This being the case, we can conclude that Sahin and Motorcu [1] manipulated the coefficients of their surface roughness model incorrectly in their published paper.
Eq. (13) shows that the surface roughness increases with the increase of feed rate but decreases with cutting speed and depth of cut. Table 2 shows that the experimental values are quite close to the predicted values and that the current model constructed in Eq. (13) is able to provide accurate predictions of surface roughness from the cutting process. The sum of squares of the residual of the current model, J = 0.0160, while the sum of squares of the deviation from the mean, S=1. 0610 and the coefficient of determination also known as the r-squared value, r 2 = 0.9849. The surface roughness model based on multiplicative-logarithmically linearized approach of Eq. (13) is slightly less efficient than the second-order traditional response surface model approach, but the advantage is that any value of independent variable could be substituted to determine the response of the surface model. Consequently, in real-life approach, the predictive model based on multiplicativelogarithmically linearized approach has the merits of being used to predict the machining response from a wider range of machining independent variables such as speed, feed and depth of cut.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
From the analysis carried out based on the published results, we can conclude that Sahin and Motorcu [1] manipulated the coefficients of their surface roughness model incorrectly in their published paper. This therefore raises the question of how they obtained their theoretical values of surface roughness. Consequently, by correctly formulating the surface roughness model, we have identified and rectified the anomaly in the model in Sahin and Motorcu [1] . The current prediction model discussed in this note shows that the surface roughness increases with the increase of feed rate but decreases with cutting speed and depth of cut. Using such a model, it is easy to predict the machining response, which in this case is surface roughness, from a wide range of machining independent variables such as speed, feed and depth of cut outside the range used for experimentation; thereby resulting in a more cost-saving machine operation.
Further research direction includes using an optimization technique to determine the optimal cutting conditions. Including such technique in the prediction model has the additional advantage of finding the best conditions required for the machining independent variables such as speed, feed and depth of cut that would result in the best machining response.
